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 People who complain about the 
price of gas can now take solace in 
the fact that a gallon of fuel will 
cost less than a gallon of milk.
For the past several months, milk 
prices have been fluctuating almost 
as erratically as the price of gaso-
line. Prices have ranged all summer 
between two and four dollars and 
have been predicted to rise as high 
as five dollars by September.
At discount grocery stores, such 
as Aldi and Save-a-lot, a disclaimer 
greets customers outside the dairy 
case apologizing for the prices. The 
note cites increased ethanol pro-
duction and droughts as the reason 
behind the unusually high prices.
This rollercoaster has been 
affecting retailers as much as it has 
shoppers.
“We’re adjusting to this as the 
consumer is,” said Lori Willis, 
Director of Communications for 
Schnuck’s Markets Inc. “None of 
us can predict it, but our com-
pany is making an effort to remain 
competitively priced with milk and 
milk products.”
Willis said Schnuck’s usually 
has a two-week notice on price 
changes, but the unstable price of 
milk sometimes changes between 
those notices. When prices change 
suddenly, stores make hand correc-
tions to the price before a new price 
sticker is shipped. 
The change in milk prices has 
a positive correlation with changes 
in the fuel industry. The increased 
production of ethanol is siphon-
ing corn feed away from farmers 
and their cattle, causing an increase 
in the price of corn available for 
cows.
According to Chet Stuemke, the 
herder and foreman for the SIUC 
dairy farms, gasoline and milk pric-
es go hand-in-hand.
“Milk is the one commodity 
that the majority of is not trans-
ported by rail, ship, or air,” Stuemke 
said. “It’s all ground transport.”
Because of the delicate nature of 
milk, it must be kept at 36 degrees 
Fahrenheit while being transport-
ed, and it cannot stand a long trip. 
The cost of fuel for transportation 
and refrigeration plays a factor in 
the fluctuating milk prices. As fuel 
prices rise, the profits for farmers 
decreases.
Despite the increased price of 
moo juice, Stuemke said farmers 
do not reap the benefits of a higher 
price tag.
“There’s not much profit on milk, 
there really isn’t,” said Stuemke. 
“It’s not like Prairie Farms or DFA 
(Dairy Farmers of America) are 
making a killing.”
According to Stuemke however, 
milk prices usually rise in the sum-
mer, as cattle produce less milk 
during the sweltering heat. 
However industry experts pre-
dict milk prices to decline through-
out the fall.  
“As a rule, there’s less milk pro-
duced in the summer than the win-
ter, the prices should level off, we’re 
predicting,” said Stuemke. “For the 
quality and safety of our food it’s 
still the cheapest buy.”
David Lopez can be reached at 536-
3311 ext 273 or dave.lopez@siude.com.
Cost of  milk keeps consumers guessing
Droughts and Biofuel 
production continue 
to affect dairy prices
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THOMAS BARKER ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
 Kristin Heiden, sophomore from Altamont, Ill. studying animal 
science, hooks up the first group of dairy cows to be milked 
Saturday afternoon at the SIU Dairy Center. The center’s 31 cows have 
to be milked twice daily at 6 a.m. and at 5 p.m. 
 Amber Fijolek
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 With much uproar concerning 
the Carbondale City Council vote 
to help fund Saluki Way, many of 
the tax increase’s benefactors are 
being swept under the rug.
January’s change to a 7.75 per-
cent tax to retail items will provide 
money for the city’s general fund 
and produce resources for four 
of the city’s capital projects. And 
while Saluki Way remains a focal 
point of the plan for many, other 
projects such as a $35,000 grant to 
the Carbondale Park District are 
also benefiting. 
The Life Community Center, 
located on West Sunset Dr., houses 
the Carbondale Park District and 
a variety of recreational activities 
for city residents.  However, it also 
houses infrastructure problems 
that cause severe problems during 
heavy rains.
City Manager Jeff Doherty said 
the grant would help the Park 
District continue operations in the 
building during thunderstorms.  
Heavy rains flood the sani-
tary sewer system of the grounds 
making it necessary to turn off 
the sewage valve to the building. 
Rainwater 
replaced by 
revenue
New sales tax revenue 
to make park district 
building functional
 Sean McGahan
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 The SIU Arena this sea-
son may house a basketball 
spectacle usually reserved for the 
most recognizable names in col-
lege athletics.
ESPN’s College GameDay 
— featuring enthusiastic on-air 
talent Dick Vitale — is slated to 
set up shop at the SIU Arena in 
January.
The official GameDay schedule 
had not yet been released Monday 
by ESPN, but the plan is for the 
SIU Arena to host the crew for 
the 8 p.m. showdown against rival 
Creighton on Jan. 26, said Barry 
Sachs, an executive producer for 
ESPN in Bristol, Conn.
“The show’s coming, and we 
just needed to come down and 
survey the arena to try to get all 
the logistics in place,” Sachs said.
College GameDay broadcasts 
nationally on ESPN and visits 
a different site each Saturday. 
The GameDay crew — includ-
ing Vitale, Rece Davis, Digger 
Phelps, Dan Schulman, Jay Bilas 
and Erin Andrews — typically 
broadcasts from the site through-
out the day, surrounded by rabid, 
face-painted fans.
Last season, GameDay visited 
nine sites throughout the regular 
season, including basketball pow-
erhouses Ohio State University, 
University of North Carolina and 
the University of Kentucky.
Saluki Media Services director 
Tom Weber said representatives 
from ESPN visited the Arena 
Aug. 14 to determine how and 
where the crew would set up.
SIU slated to host GameDay
Players 
celebrate 
with fans in 
the ‘Dawg 
Pound’ after a 
home victory 
over Evansville 
last season at 
the SIU Arena. 
The Arena is 
slated to host 
ESPN’s College 
GameDay in 
January.
MAX BITTLE
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AccuWeather® 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
WEDNESDAY
95°
68°
TODAY
98°
58°
THURSDAY
91°
62°
FRIDAY
86°
58°
SATURDAY SUNDAY
84° 89°
58° 61°
Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
Partly sunnyMostly sunny;very hot, humid
A thunderstorm
possible
Mostly sunny
and pleasant
Plenty of
sunshine Sunny and nice
MONDAY
89°
66°
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High High
Low Low
High
Low
Warm with
plenty of
sunshine
CALENDAR
If you spot an error, please contact the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311, 
ext. 253.
CORRECTIONS
Submit calendar items to the 
DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, 
Communications 1247, at least 
two days before event, or call 
536-3311, ext. 266.
POLICE REPORTS
There are no items to report.
NEWS BRIEFS
National Association of 
Black Journalists
• 6 p.m. Today at the Communications 
Building, Room 1244
• Holding elections for Board Members for 
this semester
• Contact Aerial McCall at 
aerialm@hotmail.com for more informa-
tion
Hispanic Student 
Council Meeting
• 6 p.m. Today at the Student Center, Saline 
Room
• First meeting: Get involved with HSC and 
enjoy some free pizza!
Pre-Health Professions 
Meeting
• 7 p.m. Today at Life Science II Auditorium 
(Room 1059)
• Welcoming new members, introductions 
of officers
• Anyone interested in a health profession 
is welcome; free pizza!
Student Environmental 
Center
• 8:00p.m. Thursday at the Interfaith center
• Meeting and activity
• For more information: www.secsiuc.org
   Ill. governor sues 
House speaker over 
special sessions
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - The arguments 
over a state budget are escalating again, 
with Governor Rod Blagojevich suing the 
speaker of the Illinois House.
Blagojevich is angry that Speaker 
Michael Madigan has defied his proclama-
tions requiring the Legislature to meet in 
special session.
In some cases, Madigan has told law-
makers not to bother showing up. He has 
also convened sessions at different times of 
day than Blagojevich had ordered.
Blagojevich announced Monday that 
he filed suit against his fellow Democrat 
last week in Sangamon County court.
He wants Madigan to hold sessions 
at specific times and require members to 
attend. A state budget has passed, but 
Blagojevich says other related issues still 
require attention.
Legislators argue the special sessions 
are just for show. They note the governor 
usually doesn’t submit proposals for law-
makers to consider.
Student injured 
in knife attack on 
University of Colorado 
campus
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) - A freshman was 
slashed in the throat on the University of 
Colorado campus Monday by an incoher-
ent man who then began stabbing himself, 
school officials said.
The student, from Illinois, underwent 
surgery and was “holding his own,” univer-
sity spokesman Bronson Hilliard said. The 
suspect, a man in his 50s, was arrested and 
hospitalized with serious stab wounds, the 
school said.
Neither man’s name or hometown was 
released. The student was conscious after 
the attack and had spoken to family mem-
bers by phone, Hilliard said.
The university said the man drove to 
the campus, walked to a terrace outside 
the student center and then showed a 
knife while talking or yelling incoherently.
He grabbed the student from behind 
and cut his throat, the school said. The 
student broke free.
A Boulder city police officer and a sher-
iff’s deputy who were nearby rushed to the 
scene, and campus officers arrived shortly 
after that, Hilliard said.
When officers ordered the man to drop 
the knife, he began stabbing himself, so 
police stunned him with a Taser and arrest-
ed him, the school said.
Monday was the first day of school, 
and the university used its new emergency 
text-messaging service to alert students to 
the attack, Hilliard said.
Durbin: Consumer 
Product Safety 
Commission should 
test toys
CHICAGO (AP) - With the holiday shop-
ping season fast approaching, U.S. Sen. 
Dick Durbin stepped up pressure Monday 
on the U.S. Consumer Product Safety 
Commission to make sure toys on store 
shelves are safe.
Durbin and other lawmakers want the 
agency to check children’s products made 
in China for lead contamination. If lead is 
found, Durbin wants the agency to detain 
the products and inspect other shipments 
from the manufacturer.
“We need to restore the confidence of 
American parents in the toys that are in 
this country, and that means making sure 
these unsafe toys never get on our shores 
and aren’t in our stores,” said Klobuchar, a 
Democrat. -
Millions of Chinese-made toys recently 
have been recalled because of lead-paint 
contamination or because they contained 
small magnets harmful to children who 
ingest them. China has sought to defend 
its exports and show it’s working to address 
safety issues.
“Going to the cheapest place in the 
world to make toys has created a danger-
ous environment,” Durbin said.
He said the product-safety commission 
has questioned whether it has the legisla-
tive authority to conduct the analysis that 
he and others want.
Commission spokeswoman Julie 
Vallese said there is no pre-market govern-
ment testing of products, and her agency 
deals with problem products through 
recalls.
She said she would not respond to 
Durbin’s request through the media but 
the agency would respond to him quickly 
and thoroughly.
Durbin said retailers also must police 
the toys they sell. He said he has been in 
contact with major retailers, including Wal-
Mart and Toys “R” Us and that the compa-
nies are taking steps to inspect toys already 
purchased to be sold this holiday season.
Durbin also said there should be a law 
requiring children’s toys to be inspected 
and certified to be safe.
Others in Congress also are focusing on 
the toy-safety issue, including fellow Illinois 
Sen. Barack Obama, a Democratic presi-
dential candidate. Obama has introduced 
a bill that would require the commission 
to classify children’s products with lead as 
banned hazardous substances.
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 Dashboard speedometers and 
speed limit signs are no longer the 
only reminder to slow down on 
campus.
Students may now look to 
SIUC’s new Speed Monitor Trailer 
and Radar Speed Dolly for traffic 
and speed information on campus.
The solar charged, battery-oper-
ated trailer flashes the speed of 
individual cars as they pass, but 
is also pre-programmed with over 
200 word combinations and allows 
campus police to program unique 
announcements specific to SIUC.
The dolly, while smaller and 
not capable of flashing as many 
phrases, has the capability of record-
ing speeds and traffic volume in a 
computer chip stored inside of the 
device. Police will have the option of 
downloading the information from 
the chip to study when and where 
traffic is most hazardous.
Madeline Kegan, a pre-major 
freshman from Chicago, said the 
signs were a distraction.
“People could look at it to see 
how fast they’re going and could 
actually speed up or get distracted 
and cause an accident,” Kegan said. 
“Cars’ dashboards tell the speed.” 
SIUC Police Chief Todd Sigler 
said the signs could not be any 
more distracting than talking on cell 
phones, adjusting the radio or read-
ing textbooks on the way to class.
Sigler said the only expected 
maintenance on the devices would 
be replacing the batteries periodi-
cally.
Although maintenance will not 
be much of a financial burden, the 
trailer cost the Traffic and Parking 
Division $16,000. 
The purchase of the trailer was 
proposed to the Traffic and Parking 
Board in the spring, voted on by a 
constituency base and put up, along 
with the Dolly, during the first week 
of school. 
Sigler expressed little concern 
about the price of the Trailer.
“How do you put $16,000 beside 
somebody’s safety?” he said.
The dolly was a prize that cam-
pus police won at the Illinois Chiefs 
of Police Conference. 
Jacob Musgrave, a freshman 
from Effingham studying psychol-
ogy, said the signs could poten-
tially help students pay attention to 
people in the road when they notice 
how fast they have been driving. 
The signs will be placed in high 
traffic areas, such as crosswalks, in 
front of the parking garage and near 
the Northwest Annex.
Sigler said the goal is not to dole 
out more tickets, and self-compli-
ance without citations would be 
ideal for all parties involved. 
“We welcome feedback from 
the community and are receptive 
to people requesting that either one 
of these be set up in a certain area 
where they believe people are speed-
ing,” Sigler said.
Brandy Oxford can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu.
Displays remind drivers of speed limit
STEPHEN RICKERL ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
A mobile speed-tracking device was installed on Lincoln Drive for the fall semester. University Police move the unit periodically around 
campus in an effort to slow traffic.
WIRE REPORTS
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Helicopters sent to 
save Greek villagers 
threatened by wildfires
ATHENS, Greece — Firefighters 
rushed helicopters and buses Monday to 
evacuate more than two dozen villages 
threatened by towering walls of flames 
that had killed 63 people while ravaging 
swaths of forest and farmland in Greece’s 
worst wildfire disaster in memory.
Four days of devastating blazes from 
the northern border with Albania to the 
southern island of Crete unnerved and 
angered Greeks, drawing strong criti-
cism of the government’s response and 
setting off widespread suspicions and 
finger-pointing.
The government, which declared a 
state of emergency, implied the destruc-
tion could be part of an orchestrated 
campaign of arson. But environmental 
experts expressed skepticism.
People used garden hoses, buck-
ets, tin cans and branches in desperate 
— and sometimes futile — attempts to 
beat back flames and save their homes 
and livelihoods.
Frightened people called televi-
sion stations pleading for help from the 
beleaguered fire service, and helicop-
ters or vehicles were sent to several vil-
lages to evacuate threatened residents, 
although some insisted on staying to 
fight the flames.
M     
Russian prosecutor: 10 
arrested in journalist 
killing investigation
MOSCOW — Under pressure to solve 
the contract-style killing of journalist 
and Kremlin critic Anna Politkovskaya, 
Russia’s chief prosecutor announced 
Monday the arrest of 10 suspects, includ-
ing a Chechen crime boss and five law 
enforcement officers.
Prosecutor General Yuri Chaika 
refused to say who was suspected 
of ordering the Oct. 7 shooting of 
Politkovskaya, whose tireless chronicling 
of the killings, kidnappings and torture 
of civilians in war-scarred Chechnya had 
angered the Kremlin and the Moscow-
backed Chechen leadership.
But he said that only someone living 
outside Russia would have an interest 
in killing Politkovskaya, with the aim 
of discrediting President Vladimir Putin 
and destabilizing the country ahead of 
national elections.
The prosecutor appeared to be refer-
ring to tycoon Boris Berezovsky, a former 
Kremlin insider who is one of Putin’s 
fiercest critics and lives in Britain, where 
he has refugee status.
 B       
Stocks fall following 
July home sales drop, 
spike in inventories
NEW YORK — Wall Street pulled back 
Monday, losing momentum from last 
week’s gains after news that sales of 
existing homes slipped in July for a fifth 
straight month stirred concerns about 
the strength of the economy.
Sales of existing homes slowed 
to their most sluggish pace in nearly 
five years, while home prices fell for a 
record 12th straight month. The National 
Association of Realtors reported that 
existing home sales slipped by 0.2 per-
cent in July to a seasonally adjusted 
annual rate of 5.75 million units. 
Inventories rose 5.1 percent to a record 
4.59 million units.
The stock market’s pullback perhaps 
wasn’t unexpected given last week’s rally 
and that Wall Street is still trying to sort 
out concerns about failing mortgages 
and tighter access to credit for both 
individuals and corporations.
A fresh round of buyout news might 
have acted to limit the stock market’s 
losses Monday, which were small com-
pared with the triple-digit plunges the 
Dow Jones industrials suffered in early 
August.
“I think there is still a little bit of ner-
vousness about the credit market but 
that seems to be abating slowly,” said 
Brian Gendreau, an investment strategist 
for ING Investment Management. “We 
had a very strong week last week and I 
wouldn’t attribute this downmarket to 
any return to panic,” he said, referring 
to concerns about bad loans and a dry-
ing up of liquidity that upset markets in 
recent weeks. “I think it’s just a normal 
down day.”
 Colin Fly
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
BURLINGTON, Wis. 
— Another round of thun-
derstorms brought more rain 
and flash-flood warnings to an 
already deluged southwestern 
Wisconsin on Monday, forcing 
residents below four dams to 
evacuate.
Strong wind knocked out 
power to parts of Vilas and 
Oneida counties, and the 
National Weather Service issued 
a flash flood warning for Vernon 
County.
President Bush had declared 
Vernon and four other counties 
federal disaster areas after last 
week’s flooding forced people 
out of their homes.
With more storms expected 
overnight Monday, about 80 
people living below the earth-
en Runge Hallow, Hidden 
Valley, Yettri-Primmer and Seas 
Branch dams were told to evacu-
ate beginning at 4 p.m., said 
Linda Nederlo, a spokeswoman 
for Vernon County Emergency 
Management.
A week ago, the same dams 
filled when torrential rains of up 
to 12 inches caused flooding. All 
the dams held, but overflow at 
the Hidden Valley dam caused 
some erosion.
As the storms rolled east on 
Monday, a 75-year-old man was 
struck and killed by lightning as 
he sought shelter from the rain 
under a pine on a golf course 
in Madison, police spokesman 
Mike Hanson said.
The Dane County Coroner’s 
office said the man’s name was 
being held until family members 
were notified.
Elsewhere, cleanup and 
recovery were under way in 
Ohio and the rest of the Great 
Lakes region hit hard by last 
week’s storms.
 David Espo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
WA S H I N G T O N  — 
Attorney General Alberto Gonzales’ 
resignation Monday after months of 
draining controversy drew expres-
sions of relief from Republicans and 
a vow from Democrats to pursue 
their investigation into fired federal 
prosecutors.
President Bush, Gonzales’ most 
dogged defender, told reporters he 
had accepted the resignation reluc-
tantly. “His good name was dragged 
through the mud for political rea-
sons,” Bush said.
The president named Paul 
Clement, the solicitor general, as a 
temporary replacement. With less 
than 18 months remaining in office, 
there was no indication when Bush 
would name a successor — or how 
quickly or easily the Senate might 
confirm one.
Apart from the president, there 
were few Republican expressions 
of regret following the departure 
of the nation’s first Hispanic attor-
ney general, a man once hailed as 
the embodiment of the American 
Dream.
“Our country needs a credible, 
effective attorney general who can 
work with Congress on critical 
issues,” said Sen. John Sununu of 
New Hampshire, who last March 
was the first GOP lawmaker to call 
on Gonzales to step down. “Alberto 
Gonzales’ resignation will finally 
allow a new attorney general to take 
on this task.”
Sen. Chuck Grassley, R-Iowa, 
added, “Even after all the scrutiny, it 
doesn’t appear that Attorney General 
Gonzales committed any crimes, but 
he did make management missteps 
and didn’t handle the spotlight well 
when they were exposed.”
Democrats were less charitable.
Under Gonzales and Bush, “the 
Department of Justice suffered a 
severe crisis of leadership that allowed 
our justice system to be corrupted by 
political influence,” said Sen. Patrick 
Leahy, D-Vt., who has presided over 
the investigation into the firings of 
eight prosecutors whom Democrats 
say were axed for political reasons.
Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-
Nev., said the investigation would 
not end with Gonzales’ leaving.
“Congress must get to the bot-
tom of this mess and follow the facts 
where they lead, into the White 
House,” said the Nevada Democrat.
Gonzales also has struggled in 
recent months to explain his involve-
ment in a 2004 meeting at the hospi-
tal bedside of then-Attorney General 
John Ashcroft, who had refused to 
certify the legality of Bush’s no-war-
rant wiretapping program. Ashcroft 
was in intensive care at the time.
More broadly, the attorney gen-
eral’s personal credibility has been 
a casualty of the multiple contro-
versies. So much so that Sen. Arlen 
Specter, senior GOP member of the 
Judiciary Committee, told him at a 
hearing on the prosecutors that his 
testimony was “significantly if not 
totally at variance with the facts.”
The speculation about a suc-
cessor began immediately, and 
included Homeland Security 
Secretary Michael Chertoff; Asa 
Hutchison, former head of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration; 
former soliticor general Ted Olson; 
and Larry Thompson, who was the 
second-ranking official at the Justice 
Department in Bush’s first term.
Gonzales made a brief appear-
ance before reporters at the Justice 
Department to announce his res-
ignation. “Even my worst days as 
attorney general have been better 
than my father’s best days,” said the 
son of migrants.
Gonzales told the Senate 
Judiciary Committee as recently as 
July 24 that he had decided to stay 
in his post despite numerous calls 
for his resignation.
Several officials said the attorney 
general called Bush at his ranch last 
Friday to offer his resignation. Bush 
did not attempt to dissuade him 
but accepted with reluctance, they 
said. The president then invited 
Gonzales and his wife to Sunday 
lunch.
 Matti Friedman
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
JERUSALEM — Israel won’t be 
able to carry out a major West Bank 
pullback for 2 1/2 years because it 
first needs a missile defense system in 
place to protect it against Palestinian 
rocket fire, Defense Minister Ehud 
Barak told a parliamentary committee 
Monday.
Barak’s timetable — announced 
a day before a meeting between 
Israeli and Palestinian leaders and as 
preparations move ahead for a U.S.-
sponsored peace conference in the 
fall — cast doubt on chances of a 
quick breakthrough in stalled Mideast 
peacemaking.
A former prime minister whose 
term in office from 1999 to 2001 
was marked by unsuccessful attempts 
to make peace with Syria and the 
Palestinians, Barak has taken a hard 
line on security since becoming 
defense minister in June, as he posi-
tions himself for another race for the 
top office.
“The things we see in Gaza do 
not allow us to change our actions in 
(the West Bank),” Barak was quoted 
as saying, referring to daily rocket fire 
at Israel from Gaza by Palestinian 
militants. He said it would take about 
2 1/2 years to develop and deploy a 
system to protect Israel’s center from 
potential rocket attacks from the West 
Bank.
Barak made the statement at 
a meeting of parliament’s Foreign 
Affairs and Defense Committee, 
according to a participant. Coming 
ahead of a meeting between Israeli 
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert and 
Palestinian President Mahmoud 
Abbas in Jerusalem on Tuesday, it 
drew fire from Palestinian officials.
“I find it very hard to comprehend 
such statements when the prime min-
ister and the Palestinian president are 
doing their best in order to achieve 
the endgame,” meaning a peace agree-
ment, Palestinian negotiator Saeb 
Erekat told The Associated Press.
Alberto Gonzales resigns
Attorney General steps down to relief  of  GOP, Democrats 
say they will continue investigating federal prosecutor firings
U.S. Attorney 
General 
Alberto 
Gonzales 
announces his 
resignation 
from the Bush 
administration 
on Monday in 
Washington, 
D.C.
CHUCK KENNEDY
MCT
Israel wants missile defense 
before West Bank pullout
Flood forces 80 to 
evacuate in Wisconsin
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Closure of this valve not only 
blocks sewage from entering the 
building, but also the sewage exiting 
the building. The closure of the valve 
causes backups in the restrooms and 
water facilities can’t be used.
The park district’s executive 
director, Brian Ramsey, said this clo-
sure causes a problem for the entire 
center. 
“When it backs up with floods, 
everything has to be cancelled, and 
we shut everything down because we 
have to – especially when the rest-
rooms don’t work,” Ramsey said. 
In addition to affecting the cen-
ter’s employees, the heavy rains affect 
programs operating out of the Life 
Community Center, including those 
enrolled in the Alice Wright Early 
Childhood Center.
In the past, building closures have 
caused cancellation of the childcare 
service. In recent years, though, the 
center has been permitted to tempo-
rarily relocate during closures to the 
Carbondale Unitarian Fellowship 
Church.
Childcare employees must relo-
cate the program by foot because of 
state requirements don’t allow using 
vehicles to transport the children.
 “It becomes an inconvenience 
– not just for (staff ), but also for 
the 40-some kids and their parents,” 
Ramsey said.
As far as the city’s relationship 
with the community center, Ramsey 
said he believed the help from the 
sales tax was a good beginning to 
establishing a solid partnership. In 
the past, joint projects such as the 
Super Block have been grounds for 
a good municipal-recreational rela-
tionship.
 “I think it was a really enterpris-
ing relationship that got that built,” 
Ramsey said. “I’d like to see us get 
back to that point in time where the 
city and the park district can try to 
provide recreational services to the 
community,” 
Amber Fijolek can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 262 or kelojif@siu.edu.
Weber said a special stage 
would be built on the east end 
of the court by the announcer’s 
table and fans would be situated 
in the stands. For the pregame and 
halftime broadcasts, a section of 
bleachers would be set up on the 
northeast concourse of the arena.
The game would be broadcast 
in high definition with at least 10 
cameras to capture on-the-court 
action, Weber said.
Weber maintained the official 
decision has not yet been handed 
down, but the crew discussed spe-
cial opportunities for the game, 
such as Vitale hosting a free-throw 
shooting contest with students.
Athletic director Mario Moccia 
said the presence of GameDay 
would benefit the University and 
local community exponentially.
“I think it’s a great opportunity 
to let the students and all the fans 
into the Arena early during the day, 
like 10 a.m., and they go live and 
there’s an arena full of people eight 
hours before the game going nuts 
with cheerleaders and the band 
and stuff like that, so I think it’s a 
huge opportunity to raise the spirit 
of the entire University,” Moccia 
said.
Moccia said the increased 
national exposure caused by the 
event would also show the local 
community benefits of a successful 
athletic program. The Carbondale 
City Council voted last week to 
pass an increased sales tax that 
would help fund renovations to the 
Arena and the construction of a 
new football stadium as part of the 
University’s Saluki Way project.
 “The community just did a 
huge thing for Saluki Way, and I 
just think this shows the national 
exposure that an athletic program 
— the light it can shed on a uni-
versity as well as a community,” 
Moccia said. “Live national TV is 
pretty powerful.”
Sean McGahan can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu.
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 With the Carbondale City 
Council’s most recent vote to raise 
the sales tax to support Saluki Way, 
some students are concerned about 
being taxed twice for a project 
they’ll rarely use.
While the Council voted to 
increase the sales tax a half per-
cent last week, the SIU Board 
of Trustees voted for an increase 
in student fees and a 9.4 percent 
increase in tuition in May 2006 
— both measures would directly 
help finance Saluki Way.
For some students, though, the 
equation doesn’t add up.
Despite the fact that the City 
Council has decided to back Saluki 
Way, which should begin with the 
building of a new football stadium, 
renovating the SIU Arena and 
constructing a new student ser-
vices building, many students are 
still skeptical about the project. 
While most students would 
agree that the east side of campus 
is in need of serious revamping, 
many students said they feel cheat-
ed because of all the money they 
are paying to support the project. 
Ben Griebel, a sophomore from 
Bellville studying foreign language 
and international trade, said people 
in charge of Saluki Way are putting 
money in all the wrong places.
“It’s just another example of 
how academics get pushed aside 
for athletics even in a four-
year accredited University,” said 
Griebel. 
Tyler Crogg, a doctoral student 
from Wisconsin studying history, 
said he thinks some of the build-
ings, including Faner Hall, need to 
be fixed before some other parts of 
campus are completely rebuilt. 
Some students said the tax 
increase is a ridiculous way for 
the city to help fund Saluki 
Way. Undergraduate Student 
Government President Demetrous 
White said he is skeptical of the 
city and the University’s motives 
for promoting the project.
“They say that with the new 
facilities and with the athletics 
doing well, it will get more people 
down here, but our athletics have 
been doing well for some time now 
and we have an enrollment and 
retention problem,” White said.
As unconvinced as some stu-
dents may be, university officials 
still promote the plan.
President Glenn Poshard said 
student fees are low compared to 
other universities of SIUC’s size. 
Though he is no longer in 
charge of the plan, former SIUC 
Chancellor Walter Wendler said 
he is still confident Saluki Way is 
what SIUC really needs. 
“Saluki Way is a great proj-
ect and it will be great for SIU,” 
Wendler said. 
Christian Holt can be reached at 
536-3311 ext. 268 or cholt@siu.edu.
Students fear spending more
Saluki Way to 
cost students 
through sales tax 
Jaymes Song 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
HONOLULU — A state 
judge agreed Monday to temporar-
ily block the first passenger-vehicle 
ferry service between the Hawaiian 
Islands from using Maui’s Kahului 
Harbor, giving environmental 
groups a victory.
Protesters sought the tempo-
rary restraining order to halt the 
Hawaii Superferry from using 
the harbor until an environmen-
tal assessment is conducted. The 
request does not affect ports on 
Oahu or Kauai.
The environmentalists argued 
in a lawsuit that the ferry’s plan 
to ply 400 miles of Hawaii waters 
each day endangers whales, threat-
ens to spread invasive species and 
will worsen traffic and pollution.
Superferry officials have 
said the ship’s water jet propul-
sion system means there are no 
exposed propellers to strike 
aquatic animals.
A message left Monday at the 
office of Hawaii Superferry Inc. 
was not immediately returned.
The Superferry started trips 
on Sunday, two days ahead of 
schedule, after the state Supreme 
Court ruled last week that the state 
should have required an environ-
mental assessment before the ferry 
launched. State transportation offi-
cials, noting that the court didn’t 
explicitly say the ship couldn’t run, 
allowed the service to start.
An attorney representing three 
environmental groups, Isaac Hall, 
said state law clearly says that a 
project cannot be launched and 
state land cannot be used until 
an environmental assessment is 
being prepared.
Environmentalists seek to ground 
Hawaii Superferry with court order
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There’s been a fairly large 
amount of attention on the coal 
mining industry in recent weeks. 
Maybe that’s an understatement. 
At any rate, although it’s some-
what belated, I’d like to put in my 
two cents from a first hand point 
of view.
Over the summer I had the 
opportunity to work in a coal 
mine. For about 10 weeks, I woke 
up at 4:10 a.m. to get to work by 
5:30 a.m. and work until at least 
4:00 p.m. Ten- to twelve-hour 
days, six days a week didn’t make 
for the most relaxing summer, 
particularly when those long 
hours were occupied with heavy 
lifting.
Towards the end of my tenure 
as a miner, though, the mine in 
Utah collapsed. There was much 
discussion of the events and 
the leadership of Bob Murray 
among the miners I worked with. 
The general consensus was that 
Murray had made several poor 
decisions that led to the demise 
of six miners. Now, not to be pes-
simistic or anything, but I’d say 
those miners were dead before 
the rescue even began. Murray 
probably knew that and has been 
putting on a spectacle in attempt 
to save face.
I’d just like to shed some light 
on what happened and a little 
insight into the work itself.
When people mine coal, they 
spend most of their time prepar-
ing the coal seam for a longwall, 
a giant machine that mines huge 
amount of coal a day. To do this 
they must mine far back into 
the seam and set up a longwall 
panel. The panel is an extremely 
large mass of coal. At the mine I 
worked at, we were preparing a 
panel that was 1,280 feet wide, six 
to eight feet tall, and more than 
three miles long. 
Coal pillars supported the tun-
nels, or “gates,” which we were 
mining to make the panel. Coal 
pillars are giant sections of coal 
that are purposely left unmined 
to hold up the roof. They are 
between 80 and 100 feet long and 
wide.  
When the longwall mines 
the panel, it is done in such 
a way that the roof collapses 
behind it, shortening the tunnel 
in the direction of the entrance. 
Sometimes the tunnel remains 
intact with the pillars precariously 
holding up the roof.
From what I understand, what 
Murray was doing – something 
that many mine operators and 
engineers frown upon – was 
going back to “pull pillars,” which 
means he was trying to mine the 
coal left standing after the long-
wall came through. The pressure 
from the ceiling pushing down 
as the pillars were removed actu-
ally caused the sides to pop – in 
a sense implode – much like the 
sides of a soda can when you 
step on it. This involves a huge 
amount of pressure and force, 
which also explains the seismic 
readings Murray claimed to come 
from an earthquake.
Unfortunately for his employ-
ees, Murray made a huge mistake. 
The mine owner I worked for, a 
gruff man who knows more about 
mining than I do about walking, 
was appalled by Murray’s blatant 
disregard for his employees’ safety.
On a side note, several stories 
I read talked about all the viola-
tions the Mine Safety and Health 
Administration had issued the 
Utah mine. It mentioned hun-
dreds of tickets ranging from 
$50 to $600. The real news is 
that means nothing. Seeing that 
MSHA fines can run into the 
tens of thousands of dollars or 
more, a few small three-digit 
fines means MSHA was peg-
ging people for minor infractions, 
such as not wearing safety glasses 
when using a hammer.
That being said I have one 
more point about the coal indus-
try. 
There has been ample talk of 
the safety of the industry. The 
truth of the matter is coal mining 
is just inherently dangerous, much 
like driving a car. There have 
been many advances made in the 
industry to keep miners safe, but 
just like cars, there’s only so much 
your airbag is going to do when 
you get T-boned by a semi truck. 
Everyone who sets foot in a 
mine knows there’s a chance they 
might not come out. I remem-
ber a day when I was standing 
near the mine superintendent, 
Anthony, as a group of us were 
working with a cable attached to 
a large machine that was pulling 
some heavy equipment. As we 
worked, Anthony turned and said:
“You know if that cable breaks 
we’re all dead.”
And it had broken twice 
before that. 
But those are the risks 
involved, and everyone knows 
that. Safety is the first thing 
they teach you in a mine, but it’s 
ultimately up to you to use the 
knowledge and stay safe. 
Wenger is a senior studying 
Spanish and journalism.  
Jordan Wilson
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Taxes and Saluki Way
D E A R  E D I T O R :
Michael Norrington’s letter Aug. 23 presents a superficial view of 
the City Council’s decision on the sales tax. He seems to think that the 
vote was a vote in favor of progress, and any other action would be a vote 
against progress. 
First of all, many speakers pointed out that tax increases, such as this, 
are more often decided by the residents, not by seven people who were 
elected when the tax increase was not on the table. A referendum would 
be appropriate. However, no Council member even suggested such a 
thing. 
Second, it was suggested to the Council by at least one speaker, and 
by others in letters and the press, that a regressive sales tax is inappropri-
ate, and that a progressive property tax would be fairer. Sales taxes target 
those less wealthy. In particular, students are already paying tuition, fees 
and the regular sales taxes. They are now to be taxed further. 
Next we come to the principle of the city paying for buildings at a 
state university. If the city wishes to help the University, it should not be 
via capital improvements. All we are doing is giving money or property 
to the state. It would be far better if the city were to sponsor scholarships 
(this would increase enrollments, and bring in more state money), or stu-
dent prizes, or equipment (laptops? sports equipment?) or various other 
non-building items. 
Even if you want to fund buildings, is Saluki Way the best option? 
This wasteful plan will benefit sporting facilities in the first instance. Any 
benefits for students in general or academic facilities will come “later.” In 
view of the poor response by alumni, and by comparison with earlier SIU 
initiatives, who really thinks that any of the “later” stages will come to 
fruition? We will get a new stadium (how wasteful! Why not modernize 
the old one?) and a refurbished arena. I confidently predict that “Saluki 
Way” will disappear after that. The Poshard Stadium (Poshard/Cole 
Stadium?) will be used for six football games a year, and the other parts 
of the plan will be forgotten. And the roofs will still leak in Faner and 
Agriculture. 
Of course, this is assuming that the funds are used as expected. 
Despite several comments, the money has been committed without any 
written agreement. It is quite possible that Saluki Way will be modified 
so that Carbondale contributes $500,000 to the salary of Glenn Poshard 
and another $500,000 for the new Special Deputy President Brad Cole. 
Okay, this is unlikely. A much stronger possibility is that Saluki Way will 
be abandoned. We don’t know what would happen to the City’s commit-
ment then. Why did the Council not delay its vote until the agreement 
had at least been prepared? 
I agree with Mr. Norrington that the Council’s action was a no-
brainer. If brains had been exercised, the result might have been different.
Walter D. Wallis
professor of mathematics
Feminists going overboard
D E A R  E D I T O R :  
This letter is in response to the Guest Column by Erica Dodt 
entitled “Women still awaiting equality.” This article infuriated me, 
as a woman! How can a woman in college complain that someone 
is warning her of the possibility of getting hurt? She does not know 
that they are not warning men against worries of night walking. Men 
just may have different worries then we do. It seems to me that this 
article is one more example of a feminist just needing something 
to be upset about. Not ONE person has said that women are not 
allowed to “come and go as they please.” It is not equality that is an 
issue here. The only problem is that the world is an unsafe place. 
Some people just need to get off of their high horses and stop trying 
to point the blame at men when it’s the whole world that has the 
problem.
Serena Blackstock
senior studying civil and environmental engineering
Bronwyn Lance Chester
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
Let the smears begin.
One wonders how long it will 
take the White House to lob the 
“cut-and-run” grenade now that 
Virginia Republican Sen. John 
Warner has urged the beginnings 
of a military withdrawal from Iraq 
this fall.
On Thursday, the courtly law-
maker, who recently returned from 
his 10th trip to Iraq, held a news 
conference where he dropped this 
unsparing bomb: “I really firmly 
believe the Iraqi government, under 
the leadership of Prime Minister 
Maliki, have let our troops down,” 
he said.
Because of that government’s 
shortcomings, and to send a mes-
sage that America’s commitment is 
not “open-ended,” as President Bush 
perennially emphasizes, Warner sug-
gested it’s put-up-or-shut-up time.
“That simple announcement 
of a single redeployment ... will 
get everybody’s attention,” Warner 
intoned. “I say to the president 
respectfully, `Pick whatever number 
you wish.’ ... Say, 5,000 could begin 
to redeploy and be home ... no later 
than Christmas of this year. That’s 
the first step.”
Warner’s position isn’t a com-
plete about-face; he sent signals 
last fall that he was displeased with 
the direction of Iraq, saying it was 
“drifting sideways” and that U.S. 
troops were being lured into a civil 
war.
But what makes Warner’s posi-
tion noteworthy is that he’s no 
squish.
Indeed, the senator from central 
casting was a vehement supporter of 
the war in 2003. I recall an editorial-
board interview with him that year 
at The Virginian-Pilot newspaper 
where I worked, and Warner insist-
ing that America had to go after 
Saddam Hussein because the dicta-
tor had the ability to send over “this 
much” — and here Warner held up 
his water bottle — nerve gas and 
wipe out an entire American city.
How quaint that notion seems 
now.
The fun of this will be seeing the 
White House’s attempts to discredit 
the 80-year-old Warner. That’s 
going to be tough sledding.
Warner is also no wuss. The 
former chairman of the Senate 
Armed Services Committee is one 
of America’s most-respected voices 
on national security. He served as an 
enlisted Navy man in World War 
II, a Marine officer in Korea and as 
secretary of the Navy as America 
was trying to figure out how to get 
out of Vietnam.
One wonders if White House 
fixers will drag out his marriage 
to Elizabeth Taylor as an example 
of Warner’s pro-Hollywood, anti-
heartland values.
It was interesting this week to 
contrast Warner’s history with that 
of Bush, who, at a VFW speech in 
Kansas City took the bizarre tactic 
of comparing Iraq to Vietnam, in 
the process accidentally reminding 
everyone that he wasn’t there.
The White House can deny 
— probably truthfully — that it was 
moved by Warner’s call. A spokes-
man said there would be no changes 
in military strategy until the presen-
tation of a progress report on Iraq in 
mid-September.
But what it can’t deny — and 
what has probably unleashed a flurry 
of West Wing teeth-gnashing — is 
the political significance of Warner’s 
statement. By calling for a troop 
withdrawal, Warner gives cover to 
every GOP loyalist who sees his 
own political fortunes tanking along 
with the Bush administration’s. 
Many of those loyalists are up for 
re-election next year.
Unlike many of his fellow 
Republicans, who — out of genuine 
belief, intimidation from the White 
House or willful blindness — have 
refused to alter their war stance 
despite a deluge of facts to the con-
trary, Warner has taken the harder, 
lonelier route.
His willingness to change his 
mind on Iraq shows that his loyal-
ties lie where they should — with 
America’s troops. Not with a politi-
cal party or an eye toward scoring 
pork-barrel earmarks or getting 
Bush to show up for a grip-n-grin 
during his next campaign.
Cynics say Warner, who’s cul-
tivated a reputation as a centrist, 
is taking this position because he 
likely won’t run again. But Virginia’s 
longest-serving GOP senator has 
said he’s “very interested” in seeking 
another term.
Virginians – indeed, Americans 
– better hope he does. Because this 
country needs fewer politicians and 
more statesmen willing to meet 
political realities head-on. And 
statesmen are pretty darned hard to 
smear.
Chester is a columnist for the 
McClatchy-Tribune
The John Warner effect
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 In the far room of SIUC’s 
University Museum, four white walls 
are covered with portraits that show 
Bob Hageman’s interest in the artistic 
world.
A native of Danville, Hageman 
said he has always had a passion for 
art. It started with sculpting and even-
tually turned to photography. Now he 
is experimenting with new and inven-
tive ways to combine his photography 
with different ingredients of his life to 
form “photograph assemblages.”
From Aug. 21 through Sept. 
7, Hageman’s latest exhibit called 
“Quixotic” is on display at the 
University Museum. The exhibit por-
trays a mélange of pieces that range 
from alabaster statues to Hageman’s 
latest creation, the “Diorama” or pho-
tograph assemblage.
Director of Museum Studies 
Dona Bachman said Hageman is well 
known in southern Illinois, which is 
why the exhibit was extended from the 
summer semester to the fall semester. 
Bachman said Hageman, like many 
other photographers, has the ability 
to capture a picture that most of us 
deem insignificant and make it inter-
esting, such as a series of photographs 
Hageman took of fire hydrants all over 
southern Illinois.
“Whoever thinks of fire hydrants 
until suddenly a photographer catches 
them?” Bachman said. “All of a sudden 
they take on kind of a whimsical flavor 
and they are just quite charming.”
Bachman said Hageman captures 
exotic photos from all over the world 
that give people the ability to see 
exhibits from a country people may 
not have ever visited.
“He has wonderful variety in his 
exhibit,” Bachman said. “He calls it 
‘Quixotic’ to kind of indicate that vari-
ety and diversity of his exhibit.”
For Hageman, art has always been 
a hobby, never a way to support a 
family. 
Hageman said his interest and 
knowledge of photography and art 
has helped him in his career.
After spending three years in the 
Air Force, Hageman worked for 26 
years at both the University of Illinois 
at Springfield and also SIUC.
Hageman was a director of micro-
graphics and word processing at the 
school of medicine in Springfield. He 
has also done advertising and publicity 
for events at the Shryock Auditorium 
and worked in admissions and records 
here at SIU. 
“I’ve always tried to balance 
between having a career and doing 
art,” Hageman said. “Now that I have 
retired, I am happy to be a full-time 
artist.”
One of his latest pieces, “Cadillac 
Ranch Assemblage” involves using 
a photograph he took in Amarillo, 
Texas, of ten Cadillac’s standing 
upright in a row and placed some toy 
cars from his collection in front of the 
picture to create a diorama scene.
Hageman said “photograph 
assemblages” is the newest idea he 
is exploring with his photography in 
his quest to cover so many different 
areas of art.
“Static is something that I have 
never related well to,” Hageman said. 
“Maybe it is a restlessness that always 
keeps me running to change.” 
While his exhibit is on display, 
Hageman said he hopes that viewers 
enjoy both his more serious images 
and also his images that evoke a more 
light-hearted attitude.
“I really did want people to smile a 
little and have some fun when they left 
this exhibit,” Hageman said. 
Eugene Clark can be reached at 
eclark@siude.com or at 536-3311 ext. 
275.
Passion for photography develops for artist
 BRANDON CHAPPLE ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
In his gallery at the University Museum, Bob Hageman explains his influences and inspirations.  His 
photography, though simple in subject, explores the intricacies and subtleties of urban life. 
Alicia Wade
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 Guilty pleasures — life’s little 
indulgences that make rough days 
easier to tolerate, even with the tinge 
of shame that comes from knowing 
every word to  “Sister Christian” by 
Night Ranger or watching the latest 
episodes of reality television’s flavor 
of the week.
Everyone enjoys an entertain-
ment “something” of which he or 
she isn’t particularly proud. For the 
1.7 million live show attendees in 
2006, even more viewers at home, the 
countless fans glued to the television 
Sunday night for SummerSlam and 
me, that delicious slice of guilt comes 
in the form of World Wrestling 
Entertainment.
Every Monday when 8 p.m. rolls 
around I deftly sneak to a TV and 
settle in for two hours worth of death-
defying stunts, spandex, pyrotechnics, 
cheering, jeering and ridiculous story-
lines because I just can’t help but love 
the “brain candy” that is the WWE.
Gloria Bode says check out 
new CD reviews tomorrow.
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Dear Hollywood
ALICIA WADE
“While I do enjoy get-
ting regular bites from 
friends-turned-zombies 
and shaking people’s 
self-esteem by writing 
veiled comments in 
their honesty boxes, I’m pretty much 
done with this Facebook craze and all 
the new applications... at least while my 
boss is walking by.”
AUDRA ORD
“No, they are not 
necessary. All they 
do is fry your brain 
cells because you are 
spending too much 
time on the Internet 
doing useless and 
pointless things when you could be 
doing other stuff. Basically, Facebook 
sucks your life away.”
EUGENE CLARK 
“With all the additional 
features, Facebook 
is well on its way to 
becoming a replace-
ment for hanging 
with friends or having 
face-to-face conversations with peers. 
Also, the extra features provide a whole 
list of things I don’t care to know about 
my friends. Therefore, the extra features 
are not only unnecessary but also a 
nuisance.”
JAKINA HILL  
“People already spend 
way too much time 
on Facebook. Those 
applications further 
distract from the thing 
you should already be 
doing.”
 PULSE 
C
Question: Are all the extra applications on Facebook such as: 
entourage, honesty box, x-me and crushes really that necessary?
To read the rest, visit
/pulse
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Sudoku  By The Mepham Group
Solution to Monday’s puzzle
Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
8/28/07
Level: 1 2 3 4
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
by Justin Borus and Andrew FeinsteinGirls and Sports
by Glenn McCoy The Duplex
(Answers tomorrow)
GUISE FISHY AWEIGH BEHINDYesterday’s Jumbles:
Answer: What the excavator enjoyed when his house
was finished — HIS NEW “DIGS”
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
MERRA
GAPAN
OOTARR
CREEFI
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
www.jumble.com 
TOAns:
(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services. 
By Linda C. Black
Today’s Birthday. A partner 
comes into your life this year who 
offers amazing things. Sure, your life 
will be disrupted, but your creativity 
is stirred. Build something you like, to 
make it worth the trouble.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — 
Today is an 8 — Be looking behind 
the scenes and in other hidden places 
for the answers that you seek. The 
obvious one isn’t always correct.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — 
Today is a 6 — There’ll be more time 
for meetings and other conversations 
with friends. Go over the recent activ-
ity and see if you can make any sense 
of it.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — 
Today is a 7 — You’ll have to pass a 
couple of tests before others under-
stand that you’re not the same person 
any more. Don’t be intimidated.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — 
Today is a 7 — There are changes 
coming, and you’ll need to be paying 
attention. This is one of the reasons 
you’re advised not to be frivolous.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today 
is a 7 — Purchasing a big item puts 
a strain on your budget. Make sure 
you’re not getting bells and whistles 
that you could do without.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today 
is a 6 — Be patient when explaining 
to a person who’s confused. Don’t be 
disrespectful; this one could find the 
right answer.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today 
is a 6 — All sorts of complications pop 
up. It’s just one thing after another. 
There’s not even time for daydreaming. 
Schedule that for later in the week.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today 
is an 8 — You care a lot about the 
people you care about; that’s just your 
nature. Don’t show them with expensive 
gifts, however. And don’t gamble. You’d 
lose now, in both situations.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — 
Today is a 5 — Think about what you’ve 
just learned. The investigation didn’t turn 
out the way you thought it would but 
this could be better. Figure out how.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — 
Today is a 7 — You don’t learn every 
lesson from a book. Most of your best 
have come from experience. Pay atten-
tion, there’s another one lurking in the 
shadows.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today 
is a 6 — Money, money, money, money, 
money. You hate to obsess about it but 
that is still the first thing that needs to be 
settled on your agenda. You can do this.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today 
is a 7 — You’re gaining more than you 
realize. There’s nothing you have to 
do. You’ve learned a lot in the past few 
weeks, and it’s changing who you are.
THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS 
1 Old adages
5 Moisten the 
turkey
10 Touch against
14 Go kerplunk
15 Negative 
particle
16 Lavish
17 Gillette shaver
18 Greek letter
19 In that case
20 Steakhouse 
question?
23 Keanu in 
“The Matrix”
24 Ms. Zadora
25 Narrow and 
elongated
28 Registered
30 God of war
32 As well
33 Long cold snap
35 Fellow
36 Brainstorming 
session 
question?
41 Wealthy
42 Wild ass
43 Nautical yes
44 Wilhelm of 
Cooperstown
46 Agreement-
breaking words
50 Go beyond
52 Miss Piggy’s 
pronoun
53 ETO leader
54 Paternity hear-
ing question?
58 Opera song
60 Oklahoma 
oil town
61 Manufactured 
facts
62 Fragrant oil
63 Baylor of 
basketball
64 Pure and 
simple
65 Give up
66 Groan at 
a pun, e.g.
67 Part of USTA
DOWN 
1 Deposits eggs
2 Gibson of 
tennis
3 Passed slowly
4 Go a round 
with?
5 Infant’s bed
6 Hill or Bryant
7 Something to 
heave
8 Library heavy 
weight
9 Render capable
10 Visitor on Earth
11 Tempest-swept
12 Ship leaders
13 Despite the fact 
that, briefly
21 Grand sagas
22 Berlin ice
26 Five-star
27 Catholic 
tribunal
29 __ and kin
30 Go-between
31 McEntire 
sitcom
34 Sailor’s hail
35 Encircle
36 Stole or cloak
37 Howdy!
38 Poker 
stipulation
39 Uninformed
40 Terrestrial 
sphere
44 Cable TV 
channel
45 Bluepoint, e.g.
47 Swirls
48 European 
vipers
49 Capacitor jar
51 Disgrace
52 Art of sound
55 Noel
establish SIU’s volleyball program. 
West said she is always excited 
when women give back to their 
respective sports and continue the 
fight for women’s equality.
West met Robbins briefly at the 
Salukis Alumni game Aug. 18 — a 
moment that made Robbins appreci-
ate all she had done. 
“They talked about their stories 
and about how things were a lot 
rougher back then,” Robbins said. 
“That makes me happy that they 
worked really hard to make the (vol-
leyball) program go.”
With decades of experience fight-
ing for equality, West had advice 
for Robbins and any other young 
women hoping to become involved 
in women’s athletics. 
“I don’t want anyone to be misled 
and think that even though we have 
had all these great changes, that there 
is equality,” West said. “You have to 
continue pushing, but be patient. 
Patient but forever vigilant.”  
Justin Stofferahn can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 282 or jstoff@siu.edu.
GIVE
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Brooklyn Robbins (far right) a junior setter and strong defensive player on the volleyball team, 
hopes to one day follow in the footsteps of her older sister. Robbins is interested in teaching physical 
education as well as becoming a volleyball coach.
Howard Fendrich
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — Venus and 
Serena Williams carry Althea 
Gibson’s legacy forward every time 
they step on a court, every time they 
hoist a Grand Slam trophy.
So on a night set aside to honor 
the 50th anniversary of the first U.S 
National Championship title for a 
black tennis player, the Williams sis-
ters figured the best way to celebrate 
Gibson was to win.
Simple as that, they did.
Venus Williams beat Kira Nagy 
of Hungary 6-2, 6-1 in the first 
round of the U.S. Open on Monday 
— and hit a Grand Slam-record 129 
mph serve in the process. Serena 
Williams topped out at 126 mph 
and had only slightly more trouble 
getting past Angelique Kerber of 
Germany 6-3, 7-5.
“I have all the opportunities 
today because of people like Althea,” 
Venus Williams said. “Just trying to 
follow in her footsteps.”
The siblings narrated a video 
that opened the tribute to Gibson, 
who was the first black man or 
woman to enter (in 1950) and to 
win (in 1957) Wimbledon and the 
tournament that’s now called the 
U.S. Open.
In 1999, Serena Williams became 
the first black woman since Gibson 
to win the U.S. Open. The next year, 
Venus Williams became the first 
black woman since Gibson to win 
Wimbledon.
Aretha Franklin sang, actress 
Phylicia Rashad emceed, and Rachel 
Robinson — baseball barrier-break-
er Jackie Robinson’s widow — was 
in the audience Monday as the late 
Gibson was inducted into the U.S. 
Open Court of Champions.
“It was definitely a tough act to 
follow. ... It was really moving,” said 
Venus Williams, limited by wrist 
and knee problems to only one tour-
nament since winning Wimbledon 
in early July.
“It’s like, ‘OK. Williams can’t lose 
tonight. That’s not part of the plan. 
It’s supposed to be an all-American 
win tonight.’ I was definitely think-
ing that.”
It actually was a pretty good 
day for Americans, including Ahsha 
Rolle, a 22-year-old playing in 
her third Grand Slam match. She 
surprised No. 17-seeded Tatiana 
Golovin of France 6-4, 1-6, 6-2, 
also under the lights.
“I was watching a little bit of 
the (Gibson) tribute. I thought that 
of all the nights, I’ve got to do it 
tonight,” Rolle said. “I wasn’t scared, 
I wasn’t nervous. I was ready to 
bring it.”
Williams sisters win at U.S. Open
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Reigning MVC Individual 
Champion Amanda Tallifier could 
also be an essential component to the 
team’s proposed turn around.
Although the team has all of last 
season’s players returning, Nothwehr 
said she wants the team to place 
more emphasis on team unity and 
togetherness.
“I really want the girls to bond 
and get to know each other really 
well,” Northwehr said.
A native of Iowa, Nothwehr grad-
uated from Concordia University in 
Nebraska where she was a four-year 
letter winner in volleyball and tennis. 
She was selected as the Great 
Plains Athletic Conference Player of 
the Year in 2000 and was selected all 
conference for all four years.
After graduation, she served as an 
assistant at Concordia University on 
both volleyball and tennis teams.
 Nothwehr was the head men 
and women’s tennis coach and head 
women’s volleyball coach at Lindsey 
Wilson College in Columbia, Ky. 
before coming to SIU.
She compiled a 100-30 combined 
record as head tennis coach and 
brought the Blue Devils men’s team 
from number 16th in the nation to 
eighth and took the women’s pro-
gram that was at the bottom of the 
Mid-South Conference to the semi 
finals of the NAIA tournament. 
The Salukis return to the courts 
on Sept. 9 at the Bradley Invitational 
in Peoria.
Megan Kramper can be reached at 536-
3311 ext 238 or mkramper@siude.com.
Last season, the running back, 
tight end and kicker positions 
scored 65.6 percent of SIU’s 
points, accounting for 294 of the 
Salukis’ 448 total points scored. 
Coffin was 15-for-16 on field 
goals and 55-for-55 on extra 
points. Whitlock led SIU with 
25 touchdowns, and Jones was 
second with seven.
And of the Salukis’ 4,841 
yards of total offense, Jones and 
Whitlock accounted for 2,412 of 
those yards — nearly 50 percent.
“Sometimes when you have 
one or two guys that are so pro-
ductive as an Arkee Whitlock and 
a Braden Jones were, it’s hard to 
say we’re going to have two guys 
to replace them and have the same 
production,” SIU offensive coor-
dinator Matt Limegrover said. 
“But we feel like where we’ve lost 
out on a couple marquee players, 
we’ve gained in having a group of 
players that a guy may not play 50 
plays, but he’ll play 25 and play 
them hard and do well.”
One player expected to carry 
a majority of the rushing load is 
senior running back John Randle, 
who backed up Whitlock last sea-
son.
In the back-up role, Randle 
ran for 489 yards and four touch-
downs, averaging 5.1 yards per 
carry.
“If he carries for 5.1 this year, 
we’re going to win a lot of football 
games,” Kill said of Randle. “I’ll be 
happy with that. Any time you can 
average four yards a pop on the 
offensive side of the ball, that’s a 
good day, because that’s four, four 
and four, and that’s a first down.”
The hole left from graduation 
doesn’t exist primarily for offense, 
though. The Salukis defense is 
also feeling the effects of its grad-
uated predecessors. 
Defensive ends Lorenzo Wims 
and Micah Kings have all depart-
ed after using up their NCAA 
eligibility, leaving SIU with valu-
able experience to replace.
Wims and King, both of which 
have since graduated, combined 
for 12.5 of the Salukis’ 36 sacks 
in 2006. The good news, though, 
is that SIU returns several defen-
sive linemen and linebackers who 
combined for 19 sacks last sea-
son.
One departed Saluki’s effects 
on the team, however, cannot be 
shown with statistics.
Center Will Justice, who has 
served on the SIU offensive line 
for four seasons, will undoubtedly 
leave a void in the middle of the 
Salukis’ offensive line.
SIU could look to junior Mike 
Farrell to fill the gap at center, 
and Limegrover said Mike Nitti 
is another center capable of start-
ing.
The Salukis also return the 
other four starters on the offen-
sive line, so Kill said he expects 
the line to be even better than it 
was last season.
“Will’s a heck of a football 
player, but we got four out of 
five back and Farrell’s stepped 
in and done a great job, and the 
other four are older,” Kill said. “So 
we expect to be better up front, 
and that’s no disrespect to Will, 
because Will’s a hell of a football 
player.”
Scott Mieszala can be reached at 536-
3311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
Sophomore middle blocker Marina 
Medic received her first collegiate award 
Monday. 
After leading the SIU volleyball team 
to a 3-0 start over the weekend, Medic was 
named the Most Valuable Player of the 
Morehead State University Comfort Inn 
and Suites Invitational. 
“It is so exciting, but I don’t let it get 
to me,” Medic said. “I don’t want to go into 
every game expecting to play like I did.” 
Medic hit .510 with 28 kills in the tourna-
ment and joined two other teammates — 
sophomore outside hitter Kelsie Laughlin 
and junior setter Brooklyn Robbins — on 
the All-Tournament team. 
Having three players on the all-tourna-
ment team proves the Salukis are “ahead of 
the others,” Medic said. 
SPORTS BRIEF
Volleyball sophomore receives MVP award at tournament
GONE
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LAKE FOREST — His new black 
Lamborghini careered into a light pole and 
a concrete bridge support in the middle 
of the night, and police say Lance Briggs 
left it there. Now he faces a misdemeanor 
charge, but the outcome could have been 
much worse.
The Pro Bowl linebacker was not injured, 
nor was anyone else, so the Chicago Bears 
let out a sigh of relief Monday.
“To me, that’s a good day when you 
know what type of accident occurred and 
to see him on the practice field,” coach Lovie 
Smith said.
Briggs was charged with leaving the 
scene of an accident, a misdemeanor, after 
crashing his Lamborghini Murcielago and 
abandoning it alongside Interstate Highway 
94 around 3:15 a.m., Illinois State Police said 
Monday.
After meeting with police Monday after-
noon, Briggs was also given traffic citations 
for failure to give immediate notice of an 
accident and improper lane usage, said 
Master Sgt. Luis Gutierrez.
Briggs was released after posting $100 
bond and is scheduled to appear Oct. 4 in 
a Cook County court. Leaving the scene car-
ries a maximum 364 days in jail and a $1,000 
fine, Gutierrez said.
No one was in the car with Briggs and 
no other vehicles were involved, Gutierrez 
said.
“As a result of interviewing Mr. Briggs, 
it was determined that he was the driver 
of his 2007 Lamborghini,” police said in a 
statement.
Gutierrez said it was “undetermined” if 
drugs or alcohol were involved in the crash, 
that Briggs was not tested and it was too 
late to determine if they were a factor.
Bears spokesman Scott Hagel declined 
to comment, except to say that the team 
was “aware” of the charge, and NFL spokes-
man Biran McCarthy said in an e-mail that 
the league “will look into it.”
Smith said the team would not disci-
pline Briggs, whose “spirits were good for 
being in a one-car accident.”
“He hasn’t broken any team rules, as far 
as I know, so there’s no reason to,” Smith said. 
“At 3 o’clock, you’d like for your players to be 
in. Beyond that, people out at those times of 
the night are not always getting in trouble.”
Bears’ Briggs crashes 
car, walks away
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Saluki Insider
MEGAN KRAMPER
SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com
Do you have questions 
for the Saluki Banter 
that you want 
answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com
SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com
mkramper
@siude.com
BRANDON JACOBS
SALUKI TRACKER
Alfonso Soriano was re-activated Monday after spending 22 days on the disabled list. 
The Cubs went 8-11 during that time. Will Soriano’s presence in the lineup have a positive 
effect on the Cubs and will he help in a postseason run?
“Soriano’s presence in the lineup will 
indubitably provide more RBI opportunities 
for Cubs hitters, but the only way he can 
help recreate the run the club went on 
immediately preceding and following 
the All Star break is if he picks a fight with 
a certain bat-breaking pitcher or incites 
Piniella into a hat-stomping fit.” 
“The Cubs are 6-4 in their last 
10 games and currently lead the NL 
Central, so they look primed to take this 
division. But it’s still the Cubs, so them 
blowing it remains a possibility. If the 
Brewers, Cardinals and Cubs weren’t 
so darn mediocre, this race would be 
much more interesting.” 
“As much as I hate to say it, yes Soriano 
will be a definite factor in the Cubs’ dreams 
of a postseason.  He was batting almost 
.300 and led the team in home runs so he 
will be clutch for the Cubs.  But they better 
start winning games and start pulling away 
before Rick Ankiel and the Cards come 
knocking at the door.”  
Brandon Jacobs 
rushed for 43 yards on 11 
carries for the New York 
Giants Saturday in a 20-12 
preseason loss to the New 
York Jets. Jacobs has 81 
yards on 21 carries for the 
1-2 Giants this preseason. 
New York drafted Jacobs 
in the fourth round of the 
2005 draft.  
Brush it off?
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Arkee Whitlock, 
the Salukis’ 
leading scorer 
in 2006 with 
150 points, will 
not return this 
season. Also 
absent will be 
spots 2 and 
3 on the list, 
kicker Craig 
Coffin and tight 
end Braden Jones.
LANE CHRISTIANSEN
DAILY EGYPTIAN PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 This year’s turnover from 
graduation has left SIU foot-
ball with such a huge scoring 
gap that the loss of yardage and 
points may be the most signifi-
cant in school history. 
With key producers from 
last season, including running 
back Arkee Whitlock, tight end 
Braden Jones and kicker Craig 
Coffin, now gone due to gradua-
tion, the Salukis are now in need 
of young or current players to 
step up. 
But it’s not as if this is the 
first time SIU head coach Jerry 
Kill has been thrust into this 
circumstance. Seemingly every 
season Kill must find fillers for 
positions that have seen its regu-
lars leave: such is the essence of 
college sports.
But Kill said that doesn’t 
mean the process can’t go south.
“That’s our job as coach-
es,” Kill said. “We got to keep 
recruiting, bring players in and 
they got to keep performing, so 
we’ll just see if we’re very good at 
recruiting and if we’re very good 
coaching this year.”
History, seemingly, is on SIU’s 
side. After the departures of wide 
receiver Brent Little and running 
back Brandon Jacobs at the end 
of the 2004 season, the Salukis 
went on to tie for the Gateway 
Football Conference title.
However, the Salukis 
received much more produc-
tion from the offensive trio 
of Whitlock, Jones and 
Coffin.
The Salukis return with their quarterback and 
backup running back, but lose their top three 
scorers from last season. Will they be able to ...
See GONE, Page 15
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 If there were a sign the SIU women’s tennis 
team had to carry around, it would probably 
read: Under New Management.
After the resignation of former head coach 
Rene Vidal in June, the Salukis looked to fill a 
position that has had minimal success through-
out the past few years. SIU found Vidal’s 
replacement in Audra Northwehr, who has a 
strong outlook for her new squad.
Northwehr, who was hired as head coach 
earlier this month, said she is ready and confi-
dent she can turn things around for the Salukis.
Although the Salukis finished in the bottom 
of the Missouri Valley Conference standings 
with a conference record of 3-5 and an overall 
record of 13-10, Northwehr said she hopes to 
help in a roundabout similar to the women’s 
basketball program. 
“We’re going to really work on doubles 
this year and getting that doubles point,” said 
Nothwehr.
Northwehr should have the tools to gain 
traction on her pursuit to success — the team 
returns all nine players from last year and added 
a walk-on.
 Sabine Tsala Mvilongo, a senior, will return 
again as the number one singles player. Behind 
Mvilong should be senior Ame Blacketer, who 
will be unable to travel with the team this fall 
because of a shoulder injury. 
JASON JOHNSON ~ DAILY EGYPTIAN
Coach Audra Nothwehr lends a hand pick-
ing up the tennis court Monday afternoon 
after practice. Prior to becoming head coach 
of the Women’s Tennis team Nothwehr spent 
the last four seasons as head coach for both 
men and women’s tennis at Lindsey Wilson 
New tennis coach faces challenge
Justin Stofferahn
DAILY EGYPTIAN
 Following in the footsteps of her sister, 
Brooklyn Robbins hopes to one day give 
back to the sport she loves.
 Robbins, a junior setter for SIU’s vol-
leyball team, aspires to reach the heights 
of her 25-year-old, recently married, sister, 
Brittany Welch. 
Welch is the assistant athletic direc-
tor at Calvary Academy in Springfield in 
addition to the basketball team coach and 
physical education teacher. Robbins would 
like to obtain a position teaching physical 
education and coaching volleyball after 
graduating. 
Upon Welch receiving her position at 
Calvary Academy in the fall of 2004, 
Robbins became determined to tread a 
path similar to her sister’s. 
“When she got the job it made me want 
to help kids more and more,” Robbins said. 
“I want to help players get better at volley-
ball and be there to support them.” 
When Robbins graduates and receives 
a degree in health education, she will have 
compiled an impressive resume to send to 
potential employers. 
Not only has Robbins had a stellar ath-
letic career as a two-time National Junior 
College Athletic Association All-American 
and placing third all-time in assists in the 
Illinois High School Association, she has 
also worked as an assistant coach for Prime 
Time Volleyball in Champaign since high 
school.
“It has been an interesting thing to 
do, helping people,” Robbins said of her 
coaching experience. “I have had to make 
sure I’m setting a good example for (the 
children) and I have to be an adult.” 
As a physical education teacher and 
coach, Robbins will not only be provided 
an outlet to stay involved with the sport 
she loves, but the opportunity to continue 
pushing for women’s equality in athletics. 
More than 50 years ago, SIU’s volleyball 
matriarch Charlotte West began her push 
for equality in women’s athletics by helping 
Saluki hopes to give back
WOMEN’S TENNIS VOLLEYBALL
Junior uses volleyball as a way to help children
It has been an interesting thing 
to do, helping people. I have had 
to make sure I’m setting a good 
example for [the children] and I 
have to be an adult. 
 
— Brooklyn Robbins
junior setter
“
See GIVE, Page 14See COACH, Page 15
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